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For all requests for Versant language tests, please contact us below. Filling out the form to contact your local representative and see the product of the tour. Test score it, have you already taken the Versant test? Check your account now. By taking your test you will be given instructions from your test administrator or
online confirmation of an email order. Buy a practical test Want to practice more? If you want to buy a hands-on test, please choose your location: log in to your ScoreKeeper account here. Try our support site to help you administer or take the test. The 24x7 availability test means candidates can sit on any available
workstation or test with the convenience of their home - without scheduled appointment times or logistical complications caused by time zone differences. Testing administrators get access to Versant test credits in their ScoreKeeper test management account. Test administrators create a test session and assign the
codes to the tester. Testing instructions and unique codes can be downloaded on request, or automatically sent to the email addresses of test users for testing behind its site. Testing administrators will prepare the environment of their testing site, ensuring that it is quiet and safe to avoid distractions. Test-takers follow
the instructions on the screen to check their equipment and the position of the microphone and/or device properly. During the test, test-takers are asked different types of questions that can measure their speaking, listening, reading or writing skills. Versant tests vary depending on the skills assessed, from 15 minutes to
50 minutes. Once the test is complete, test administrators will have immediate access to ScoreKeeper scores. Testing administrators can download assessment reports for individuals and groups, and give testers access to their personalized reports. Testing administrators will have access to selected sound samples for
certain types of tests. Taker's Journey Test Setting Up a Testing Session and download test codes Enter the Test ID number Play and answer test questions Check your score! Trip Administrator Setting up your testing session and download the download list of test-taker instructions Spread testing materials for the test-
taker Track Progress test and download scores Testing 10,000 students per year is a massive undertaking, but the Versant testing system makes administering the test so effective that we no longer worry about our ability to scale the effort. -Tony Cullen, CEO of Marketing and Sales Navitas ScoreKeeper is an all-in-one
test management platform for Versant Language Businesses, schools, and government agencies of all sizes use ScoreKeeper to easily manage and monitor their test subjects, access testing materials, and score. Set up test sessions, your way a few clicks and you're on your way to administration administration tests for
one or thousands. Work smarter with teams Create groups for simple organization, faster setting and monitoring of the progress tested over time. Dynamic score scales performance on the Global Scale of English (GSE) or Versant scale to make the results meaningful to your organization. Dashboard dashboards
Visualize test performance to get an immediate view of usage and other testing analytics. Flexible web testing experience, desktop client, mobile app? Let your users choose how they want their test. Identify the passing scores that administrators set to see at first sight who passed or not, based on your organization's
standards. If you are preparing for the Versant exam, a wide range of preparatory materials are available. Testing: Access to the Versant testing system on the device. Follow the instructions provided by the administrator for testing using a computer or smartphone. Enter the test id number (TIN). TIN is your unique test
identification number, which is necessary to sell the test. Listen and answer test questions. Contact our test tips for more advice on how to take the Versant test. Contact the test administrator for further steps. The administrator can share the test results with you, please keep an eye on them. Want to practice more? If
you want to buy a hands-on test, please select your location: We take stress from testing the language skills of your employees or students with our Versant tests. Using advanced artificial intelligence and automatic labeling technologies, our tests accurately and reliably assess the ability of testers to understand spoken
and written language, as well as to communicate clearly and adequately in this language. All of our tests are available for online or offline testing. They also provide a random form of dough to prevent cheating. The Versant English Test helps HR professionals assess the English speaking skills of applicants for
recruitment, training and promotion. Find out more Our 35-minute Versant Writing Test is used by the best corporations and call centers to assess the written skills of candidates and staff in English. Learn more academic institutions around the world by using the Poersant English test to measure the conversation skills,
listening, reading, and writing to your students for placement in their ESL or Intensive English programs. Learn more corporations and call centers trusted by versant 4 Skills Essential Test to assess all communication skills of their candidates and employees. Find out more Versant tests available to measure
conversational skills in Arabic, Dutch, French and Spanish. Find out more your employees or students are measured on the practical skills needed to communicate with native speakers. Assessment reports include detailed information on the general general plus skills such as fluency, pronunciation, vocabulary and skill
suggestions. Evaluate all your test-takers on an equal footing with objective, unbiased scoring. Our highly reliable machine learning technology provides more consistent testing without the variability that characterizes multiple evaluators and locations. With a computer or mobile app, you can easily administer Versant
tests to your employees or students. Versant's testing system automatically scores the test, making a detailed account report available to you in our reporting system within minutes of submission. After integrating Versant with our internal English language training program, the tests are now used to set standards for all
our overseas representatives. Versant allows us to recognize the practical ability of our employees to speak - something that cannot be done with paper test. - Deputy Manager, Personnel and Labor Relations Department Nikkei For all requests about Versant language tests, contact us below. Filling out the form to
contact your local representative and see the product of the tour. Test score it, have you already taken the Versant test? Check your account now. By taking your test you will be given instructions from your test administrator or online confirmation of an email order. Buy a practical test Want to practice more? If you want
to buy a hands-on test, please choose your location: log in to your ScoreKeeper account here. Try our support site to help you administer or take the test. The 24x7 availability test means candidates can sit on any available workstation or test with the convenience of their home - without scheduled appointment times or
logistical complications caused by time zone differences. Testing administrators get access to Versant test credits in their ScoreKeeper test management account. Test administrators create a test session and assign the codes to the tester. Testing instructions and unique codes can be downloaded on request, or
automatically sent to the email addresses of test users for testing behind its site. Testing administrators will prepare the environment of their testing site, ensuring that it is quiet and safe to avoid distractions. Test-takers follow the instructions on the screen to check their equipment and the position of the microphone
and/or device properly. During the test, test-takers are asked different types of questions that can measure their speaking, listening, reading or writing skills. Versant tests vary depending on the skills assessed, from 15 minutes to 50 minutes. Once the test is complete, test administrators will have immediate access to
ScoreKeeper. Testing administrators can download assessment reports for individuals and groups, and give testers access to their personalized reports. Testing administrators will have access to selected sound samples for certain types of tests. Taker's Journey Test Setting Test Test Download the test codes Enter the
test ID number Play and answer test questions Check your account! Trip Administrator Setting up your testing session and download the download list of test-taker instructions Spread testing materials for the test-taker Track Progress test and download scores Testing 10,000 students per year is a massive undertaking,
but the Versant testing system makes administering the test so effective that we no longer worry about our ability to scale the effort. -Tony Cullen, CEO of Marketing and Sales Navitas ScoreKeeper is an all-in-one test management platform for Versant language tests. Businesses, schools, and government agencies of all
sizes use ScoreKeeper to easily manage and monitor their test subjects, access testing materials, and score. Set up test sessions, your way a few clicks and you are on your way to administering Versant tests to one or thousands. Work smarter with teams Create groups for simple organization, faster setting and
monitoring of the progress tested over time. Dynamic score scales performance on the Global Scale of English (GSE) or Versant scale to make the results meaningful to your organization. Dashboard dashboards Visualize test performance to get an immediate view of usage and other testing analytics. Flexible web
testing experience, desktop client, mobile app? Let your users choose how they want their test. Identify the passing scores that administrators set to see at first sight who passed or not, based on your organization's standards. Standards. pearson versant test sample pdf. pearson versant test sample videos
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